
InspectaCAR's Premium Pre-Purchase Inspection: Your 

Shield When Buying a Used Vehicle 

There is a lot of doubt when you buy a used car. You can never be sure about its condition 

unless you are a mechanic who knows everything about that particular make and model. 

How can you make sure the car you want is really what it seems like it is? The Premium Pre-

Purchase Alberta safety inspection from InspectaCAR can help. Here are some of the ways 

that this full inspection service can save you trouble in the future. 

 

 
 

Revealing the Essentials 

The Premium Pre-purchase Inspection includes everything important before purchasing the 

vehicle. Over 240 points of the car are carefully checked by InspectaCAR for $229.00. No 

detail is missed. Every part is looked at carefully to make sure there is no confusion.  

Accessing the Exterior 

The vehicle inspection in Calgary begins with a careful look at the outside of the car. Every 

part of the exterior is checked to find potential problems. This includes the overall state of 

the body as well as any aftermarket equipment that has been installed. To make sure the 

structure is safe, and sound, bumpers, wheels, and glass parts are closely inspected. 

Diving under the hood 

After looking at the car's electrical parts, the mechanics test the brakes, steering, and 

suspension, among other important systems. InspectaCAR's experts check the brake system, 

wheel bearings, and steering gear to make sure the car is performing well. At last, they make 

sure that the car is electronically stable. E-systems are very important for the safety and 

usefulness of today's high-tech cars. 

Checking the Interior 

The check continues inside the car to include important parts that are inside. Every part is 

carefully checked to make sure it works and isn't broken. This includes the door 

mechanisms, entertainment displays, and parts inside the dashboard. It is very important to 

make sure that safety systems like seatbelts, PCM codes, ABS warnings, and airbag 
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functionality are all checked by InspectaCAR. The buyers can easily see if there are any 

problems with the car's interior and safety systems.  

Putting it all together with a detailed report 

After the out of province inspection Calgary, InspectaCAR gives the buyer a thorough report 

that includes details about what was found and what they think should be done. Buyers can 

make smart decisions about what to buy after reading this information. They can negotiate 

with confidence and avoid unpleasant shocks after the purchase. 

To book a pre-purchase inspection today, visit https://inspectacar.ca  

Original Source: https://bit.ly/3R6CFgp 
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